Why In Situ Remediation?
When having to deal with soil or groundwater contamination,
there is no shortage of remedial options. There are
many factors to consider when selecting the appropriate
technology, including but not limited to contaminant type,
subsurface conditions, and of course cost.
One of the first decisions is whether or not to go with an
ex situ or in situ approach. Ex situ techniques include
excavation, dual and multi-phase extraction, and thermal
desorption. In situ techniques include chemical oxidation,
bioremediation, and adsorption.

While some approaches can be effective if used in the correct
situation and properly implemented, oftentimes, achieving
site goals will require a combination of remedies in order to
achieve the desired results.
Historically, remediation practitioners have only considered
ex situ methods, but more and more today’s environmental
professionals are turning to an in situ approach.
While ex situ approaches can be considered as part of
any remediation plan, there are a variety of reasons why
an in situ strategy can be a better option.

Achieving site goals will often require
a combination of remedies in order
to achieve the desired results.

7 REASONS

To Hire a Land Science
Certified Applicator
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Top Seven Reasons to Hire a Land Science
Certified Applicator

The effectiveness of a vapor intrusion mitigation

advisable to hire an applicator who has undergone a

(VIM) system depends on the quality of its installation.

rigorous certification process demonstrating they can

Improper installation can lead to vapors entering

meet strict manufacturer installation standards. Hiring

occupied spaces, potentially harming human health,

an applicator who has not been certified can lead to

and exposing the owners to legal liability. In order to

substandard installation, system failure, and increased

minimize the possibility of system failure, it is highly

risk to human health.
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While ex situ approaches can be considered as part of
any remediation plan, there are a variety of reasons why
an in situ strategy can be a better option.

Industry Leader, Land Science Offers
Rigorous Training & Certification
Certified applicators undergo a rigorous certification and
training program to ensure they have the knowledge and tools
required to properly meet strict installation standards. There

Land Science puts applicators
through on-site, hands-on
training and will certify only those
applicators who have demonstrated
Achieving
site goals will often require
a thorough understanding of the
a combination
remedies in order
installationof
process...

to achieve the desired results.

– Senior Technical Engineer,
Hieu Nguyen

is a continuing education program available for all applicators
to ensure that they are up to date on best practices for
installation and inspection.
While installing a vapor barrier system such as TerraShield™

Certified Applicator training includes classroom and in-

or MonoShield™ is relatively quick and easy, there is still room

field components which, covers pump operation, mixing

for error. If surfaces are not properly prepared, it can lead

products, spray techniques, venting system installation,

to faulty installation onto unacceptable substrate conditions

safety guidelines, equipment maintenance, and general best

which will result in system failure. For example, a concrete

practices. Once an applicator has completed training, they

surface must have all projections removed and all voids

must pass a comprehensive test before earning their official

filled prior to the application of Nitra-Core™ nitrile-modified

certification.

asphalt. A certified applicator will know how best to work with
the general contractor to ensure this is done to the standard

In addition, any installation performed by a certified applicator

required for installation.

must pass an inspection performed by a manufacturercertified inspector. Certified inspectors ensure that each VIM

It is also very important that seams and penetrations are

system is installed per project specifications and meets the

diligently sealed, as they are the most likely points of entry

standards set forth by Land Science.

for harmful vapors. There are various methods for creating
different types of effective seals and a Land Science certified

Land Science puts applicators through on-site, hands-on

applicator™ will be familiar with all these. A certified applicator

training and will certify only those applicators who have

will also be familiar with the detailed repair procedures used

demonstrated a thorough understanding of the installation

to fix punctures or tears that may occur during or after the

process. Without the proper training, an applicator can make

construction process.

easily avoidable mistakes, which can lead to unwanted vapor
intrusion.
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Land Science Certified Applicators Will Have the
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Equipment Necessary
for Installation
While some approaches can be effective if used in the correct
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Understanding the Tools and Resources
needed is key to successful installation
In

order to

Nitra-Seal,

properly install VIM

TerraSield,

and/or

systems

MonoShield,

such

By hiring a certified applicator,
one can be assured that they will
have the necessary equipment
and know how to use it...

as

applicators

must have proper equipment which meets manufacturer
specifications. This includes pump systems, spray gun nozzles,
and safety equipment.
For example, to install Nitra-Seal, Land Science recommends

Using the wrong equipment can result in a poor installation

using the Asdry Model AD55 Drum Pump for all spray

and possibly damage to the equipment that may require costly

applications. While other pump systems can also be used,

repairs. By hiring a certified applicator, one can be assured

a certified applicator will ensure that their equipment is

that they will have the necessary equipment and know how

approved for use by the manufacturer.

to use it.
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A Land
Science
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Why
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The MonoShield system was the most
cost-effective system in the market...
we’ve been able to shave off a couple
months of our construction by going
with this system.

Smart Developers Understand
Time is Money

— Allen Dresselhouse
VP Construction & Development

When it comes to construction, time is money. The quicker a
VIM system can be installed, the more money can be saved
on construction costs. One of the big advantages of a system
such as MonoShield is that it can be installed quickly by rolling
out composite sheets and sealing seams and penetrations
with spray-applied, nitrile-modified asphalt. If done correctly,
this installation method is 40% faster than comparable
alternate plastic sheeting or HDPE-welded systems saving a
proportional amount in construction costs.

However, an uncertified applicator who lacks the training to
install the system efficiently can waste a lot of time learning
on the job and potentially negate that advantage. Hiring a
certified applicator can result in the quick installation of VIM
systems and savings in both time and money.
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A Land Science Certified Applicator Understands
#Why In Situ Remediation?
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While some approaches can be effective if used in the correct
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Avoid Additional Risk by Hiring a
Land Science Certified Applicator
While the purpose of the VIM system is to ensure the safety
of building occupants, the safety of the personnel installing
the system is also of paramount importance. An applicator

Using a certified applicator that
meets all safety standards will
reduce the likelihood of on-site
accidents...

will only be certified when they have demonstrated the ability
to successfully perform an installation while adhering to all
on hand. A certified applicator will also know how to handle

safety rules and regulations.

spills, how to safely store all construction materials, and will
A certified applicator will know how to handle safety issues on-

be well-versed in emergency and first aid procedures.

site, such as taking care when lifting and transporting heavy
vapor barrier bond rolls, proper handling of liquid materials

Using a Land Science certified applicator that meets all safety

(avoiding contact with eyes, inhalation, and ingestion), and

standards will reduce the likelihood of on-site accidents which

having all appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE)

can lead to work delays as well as potential legal exposure.
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If an installed VIM system fails
quality control testing, a certified
applicator will know how to repair
the installation so that it reaches
the necessary standards....

Always Performing Quality Assurance
Testing On-Site Guarantees Effectiveness
While the first line of quality assurance can be found in the
redundant layers of physical protection built into VIM systems
such as TerraShield, MonoShield, or Nitra-Seal, Land Science
certified applicators are trained to perform quality control

A Land Science certified applicator will also be able to

testing to ensure that the installation meets the highest of

determine if the VIM construction materials provided by the

standards.

manufacturer are defective or have been damaged in transit
(i.e. freezing) and, in such cases, can acquire new undamaged

Land Science certified applicators can work with inspectors

material with which to perform the installation.

who know how to thoroughly assess a VIM system under
varying site-specific conditions, over a range of construction

If an installed VIM system fails quality control testing, a

methods, and can comply with local and state regulations.

certified applicator will know how to repair the installation
so that it reaches the necessary standards. Only when an

Quality control procedures include the collection of coupon

installed system passes all quality control testing will the

samples to ensure that the core layers have been applied

manufacturer issue a warranty.

to the specified thickness and performing a smoke test to
confirm that all the seams, terminations, and penetrations

Ultimately, proper quality control testing is important to

are completely sealed and that the system will prevent vapor

provide peace of mind that the installed VIM system will

intrusion to the best of its ability.

protect building occupants as intended.
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Valuable Experience
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Excellence is Earned by Experience

A Land Science certified applicator
can apply their experience to a
variety of site conditions and
install a VIM system quickly and
efficiently...

Experience matters. Unexpected issues can come up on site
that an inexperienced applicator will not be able to deal with
in either a timely or effective manner. On the other hand, an
experienced certified applicator will have worked on many
different sites and will be able to either handle problems as
they occur or anticipate and prevent them from happening

wet environments). They will also know when site conditions

(i.e. knowing it is necessary to have a dry and clean installation

are prohibitive enough that installation should be postponed

surface in order for the spray applied asphalt to adhere

(i.e. frost on the ground, excessive wind).

correctly, as an example).
A certified applicator can apply their experience to a variety
An experienced applicator will also know how to install a VIM

of site conditions and install a VIM system quickly and

system on a variety of different sites (i.e. new vs. existing

efficiently, ensuring the system meets installation standards

buildings), substrates (i.e. compacted earth, aggregate, mud

while also saving money on construction costs and reducing

slabs), and under varying weather conditions (i.e. cold and/or

the timeframe before redevelopment can begin.
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Access to Manufacturer Support
While some approaches can be effective if used in the correct
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A Land Science Certified Applicator Can
Develop Innovative Solutions

...to overcome technical hurdles
resulting in a successful
installation and potential cost
savings with a certified applicator

Land Science certified applicators also have access to technical
support from Land Science should they require additional
assistance or guidance to handle unfamiliar or novel situations
(i.e. performing an installation on sites with unique shoring

regarding the cost of having to pump concrete over long

systems).

distances. Working with Land Science, the engineer
On a former horseracing track in Eastern Michigan, the

prepared the site with an 8-inch layer of stone overtop

engineer ran into major construction challenges when they

MonoShield and covered by building slab. This unique

discovered that previous landfill activities had resulted in

profile provided a buffer area for utilities and a structural

load-bearing issues. Working with Land Science, the engineer

component allowing for concrete to be poured directly

was able to successfully install MonoShield in combination

from a truck inside the building resulting in more cost

with an innovative geo-pier system designed to increase the

savings.

allowable bearable pressure and limit foundation settlement.
A Land Science certified applicator working closely with
At a former brownfield site in Sterling Heights, the size of the

engineers and Land Science can develop innovative

warehouse space requiring a vapor barrier created concerns

solutions to overcome technical hurdles that can result in
a successful installation and potential cost savings.
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Land Science certified applicators
have the knowledge to properly
install VIM systems, troubleshoot
issues as they come up, and avoid
problems before they happen...

World-Class Training
Guarantees Superior Results
Armed with world-class training and extensive experience,
certified applicators are the best option for installing VIM
systems such as MonoShield, Retro-Coat, and TerraShield.

Land Science certified applicators have the knowledge to
properly install VIM systems, troubleshoot issues as they

The training and certification program they must go through

come up, and avoid problems before they happen.

ensures that applicators have an exceptional understanding
of the installation process that meets the rigorous standards

Hiring a Land Science certified applicator to install your VIM

set out by the manufacturer. They must also undergo a

system will ensure that the installation will be performed to

recertification process every two years to ensure that they

exacting manufacturer standards, work to protect human

have been maintaining those standards and are up-to-date

health, help owners avoid legal exposure, and save both time

with all the latest developments.

and money.
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REGENESIS

REGENESIS REMEDIATION
SERVICES DIVISION

LAND SCIENCE

Global Headquarters

Get Started Today

1011 Calle Sombra

To recieve a custom vapor intrusion solution, please call 949.481.8118 or

San Clemente, CA 92673 USA

e-mail info@landsciencetech.com. One of our Technical Solutions Managers

Ph: (949) 481-8118

will review your project details and provide you with a customized vapor

Fax: (949) 366-8090

intrusion solution designed to achieve your site goals.
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